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Attack On Paradise 

Radiantly strewn like iridescent gems 
Set on a tranquil sea - Hawaii; 
And firmly anchored to their lavic moorings, 
At slumber, the "Isles of Harmony." 

There, December Seventh, Nineteen Forty-One, 
Came from lurking behind the Rising Sun, 
A flight on wings of stealth from their crimson nest 
To prey on the Eagles of the West. 

They came, swarming in from the North, East and West, 
Their treacherous scheme was put to test, 
And with talons flared in the tropical sun, 
Screeched toward Pearl Harbor for death's run. 

The Sabbath then quaked with a horrendous roar, 
Paradise became Hell! This was war! 
The Isles reverberated windward to lee, 
Rivaling Pele's intensity. 

The foe was met with spontaneous fury 
From those gallant acts of bravery, 
Amid that torrent of death and devastation, 
Forged by freedom's determination. 

Suddenly - on high two Eagles came in view, 
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Swooping from Haleiwa, Oahu; 
Screaming, the bold Eagles plunged into the fray. 
Valor! Deeds - the Order of the Day! 

A day of trauma; a "Day of Infamy," 
To be remembered eternally. 
History shall write the awesome tragedy; 
Survivors will recall the mournful agony. 

The Nation then cried; "Who let our vanguard bare?" 
"No time for despair; no time to swear." 
"Standfast everywhere! Order! Order! Close ranks!" 
"We'll have our tomorrow; come on Yanks." 

(This poem is in tribute to Lieutenants Kenneth Taylor and George 
Welch, who, on Dec. 7, 1941, drove their Lincoln vehicle from their 
station at Wheeler Field to the beach at Haleiwa (an emergency 
landing strip) and from there flew their P-40's (Pursuit) over Pearl 
Harbor and environs, downing 5 to 6 Japanese Imperial Navy 
planes during the attack; also to the personnel of the 19th U. S. In
fantry with whom I had served; and others who displayed exemplary 
courage in the various services. Their daring feats inspired me to 
write this poem on Dec. 9, 1941, while stationed at Schofield 
Barracks.) 

-John Fedock
Co. "K", 19th Inf.
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